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0 . Introduction
Let R be a commutative ring and let A be a graded
commutative (in the graded sense) R-algebra . Is there a
space
	
X such that H*(X ;R) -A as graded R-algebras?
This is the realizability problem for cohomology alge-
bras . It asks for a characterisation of these graded alge-
bras that appear as the cohomology algebra of some space .
It is an extremely difficult problem, even for very simple
algebras . It was stated by Steenrod in 1960 ([46]) but it
has been considered, at least, since Hopf .
In these notes I want to give a survey of the methods
that Nave been used in solving special cases of the above
problem and, moreover, to provide the hypothetical reader
with a quite complete information about the results which
are currently known and the most interesting open problems .
Since the emphasis is put in pointing out the main
ideas in the field, there is almost no proof in these notes .
The interested reader can found them in the references lis-
ted at the end of the paper .
This paper has been written while I had a grant from
the Fundación Juan March and I was in the Forschungsinsti-
tut für Mathematik of the Eidgenóssische Technische Hochs
chule in Zúrich . I whish to sincerely thank both institu-
tions .
1 . The Steenrod alqe bra
Let us consider H*(X ;Zp ) . It is a graded commutative Zp-
algebra but it is actually much more than that : it is an algebra
over the algebra of stable Zp-cohomology operations .
A cohomology operation of type (n,m,R,R') is a natural
transformation .
Hn ( ;R)
	
- Hn( ;R') .
A stable operation of degree n is a family of natural transfor-
mations
with the following properties :
H1 ( ;R) Hi+n( ;R'), i=0,1,2, . . .
which commute with the suspension isomorphism. If we take R=R'=
Zp , the stable cohomology operations form a graded Zp-algebrá
calléd thé mod p Steenrod algebra, Ap . ir is clear that, for any
space X, the algebra A p acts on . H*(X ;Zp ), i .e . the mod p co-
homology is not only a graded Zp-algebra but also a module over
the Steenrod algebra . For that reason, it is of the greatest im-
portance to know the algebraic structure of Ap . The study of
this structure was done in the work of Steenrod, Adem, Cartan and
Serre . The standard reference is [48] .
If p=2, the Steenrod algebra is generated by some operations
Hn ( ;Z2 ) > Hn+1( ; Z2)i n~i=0,1,2, . . .
1) Sqo = id . ;
2) Sqn x = x 2 if deg x = n ;
3) Sqn x = 0 if deg x ? n ;
4) Sqn xy = E Sqi x Sqj y ;
i+j=n
5) Sq1 = B (the Bockstein homomorphism) .
And these operations verify the "Adem relations" :
Moreover, the operations Sql , i > 0, and the Adem relations are
a complete set of generators and relations for A 2 . It follows
easily from the Adem relations that the operations Sq l with i=2j,
j : 0, generate
	
A2 .
If p3¿2 the results are similar . The algebra A
P
is genera-
ted by some stable operations
i% 0, together with the Bockstein homomorphism R . It holds :
a-<b,
0 < a< 2b , Sqa Sqb y2)
Cb-a1--72j
Sqa+b-j Sq j .
j=0
P i Hn(
;ZP)
_ Hn+2i(p-1)( ;Zp), n=0,1,2, . . .
and the generators verify the following relations :
a b [a~Pl a+t (P-1)(b-t)-1 a+b-t t
t=0
Pa R Pb fa/P1= E
t=0
(-1) a+t I(p-1)(b-t)1 a+b-t ta-pt R P P
[(a-1)/Pl a+t-1 \(p-1)(b-t)-1' a+b-t t
E (-1) a-pt-1 P ;3 P '
t=0
From these relations it is easy to see that the operations
P1	with i=pj, j >0, together with R generate Ap .
The properties 2 and 4 of the Steenrod operations relate the
algebra structure of H*(X;Z p) with the A p-module structure . As
a consequence, we obtain restrictions on the algebras that can be
isomorphic to H*(X ;Z p ) for some X . For instance, if we have an
algebra A with xPqÉO for some xe A and A - H* (X ;Zp ), then A
1) P O = id . ;
2) Pn x = xP if deg x = 2n ;
3) P n x = 0 if deg x < 2n ;
4) P n xy = E Plx Piy ;
i+j=n
should admit a non-trivial action of V To say it more precisely
we can introduce the following definition : Let A be a graded
commutative
	
Zp-algebra . We say that A is an unstable A paZgebra
if it is a graded A p-module and the properties 1 to 4 of the
Steenrod operations hold on A .
It is now clear that only the algebras that admit a structure
of unstable Ap-algebras (we say sometimes : they admit Steenrod ope-
rations) can be the cohomology algebra of some space . Not every
algebra admit such a structure, for instance, consider the poly-
nomial algebra Z 2[x] with deg x = n . If this algebra admits
JSteenrod operations, then j Sgn x = x 2 0 and since Sq 2 , j >O,
generate A2, we have Sq2 x ¢ 0 for some j : 0 . This implies
n = 2 j , j : 0 .
Theorem Let H* (X;Zp)~5 Zp [x]/xp+1	withdeg x = h . Then
al if p=2, then h = 2°j, ,j >0;
b) if p,12, then h = 2pOr, j>0, r divides p-1 .
This is proved-using the fact that, since xp5é0, the Steenrod
algebra does not operate trivially and hence there is some genera-
tor Df Ap which operates non-trivially . This method can always
be used in studing the realizability of some algebra but, even for
the case of a polynomial algebra on two generators, it is very
difficult to see if a given algebra admits a structure of unstable
Ap-algebra . There are some results that are very useful in proving
that a given algebra does not admit Steenrod operations :
Theorem '([54]) Let A be a poZynomiaZ aZgebra over Z2 which has a generator
in dimension n . If A admts Steenrod operations then A has a generator in
dimension n-k for every k : 0 such that (n k
~ )- 1 (2) .
Theorem ([16]) Let A be a poZynomiaZ aZgebra over Zp (p odd) and suppose
that A admits Steenrod operations . If 2m is the degree of a generator of
A, then A has a generator in some degree 2n for which n-- 1-p (m), or
else m -0 (p) .
Another result of this kind is given in [38] . In the case of
a polynomial algebra over Zp with only two generators, a (non
complete) set of necessary conditions for admiting Steenrod ope
rations can be found in [37] (notice that this paper contains a
mistake in the case p=3) . The converse problem : to show algebrai-
cally that some algebra does admit Steenrod operations, is also
very hard . The reader can look at [47] where this is done for a
polynomial algebra over
	
Z
P
with generators in degrees 4 and
2(p+1) .
If p=2 and there are no two generators in the same degree, - :
the classification of the polynomial algebras that admit Steenrod
operations was achieved in [49] . The result is as follows : Let
us call a monotone increassing sequence of positive integers
I = (al, . . .,ar) allowable if the polynomial algebra over Z 2 with
generators in degrees al , . . . . ar admits Steenrod operations . We
write 2 S I = (2 sa l , . . . . 2 Sa r ) .
Theorem ([49]) I is aZZowabZe if and onZy if it is a dis,joint union I
U 2si Ii	where the sequences Iib Zo gto the foZZowing Zist:
b) Ah = (2, 3, . . ., h+1), h% 2, h+1 not a power of 2;
2M+'~2
We get in this way a large set of polynomial algebras which
are unstable A 2 -algebras . However, not all these algebras are
realizable as cohomology algebras . To admit a structure of unsta
ble A -algebra is in some sense the first obstruction
P
zability, but
observe that,
realizability
Steenrod operations for deg x = 21 , i > 0, and only
there should be higher obstructions .
using the Steenrod algebra we cannot
problem for A = Z 2 [x.1/ x3	because
to reali-
For example,
settle the
A admits
the cases
deg x = 1,2,4,8 are known to be realizable . It can be proved
that no other case is, indeed, realizable, but one needs more
powerful methods, as we will see in the forthcoming section .
2 . Secondary cohomoloW operations
Roughly speaking, a secondary cohomology operation is a co-
homology operation defined only for some cohomology classes and
which takes values modulo some indeterminacy . Their existence is
important for the realizability problem because they provide res-
trictions on the action of the Steenrod algebra on the cohomology
of a space, showing that some unstable Ap-algebras cannot arise
as cohomology algebras . m
Let us give more precise definitions . Let
	
E ak bk = 0 be
k=1
an homogenedus relation of degree n+l in A p . A stable secondary
operation 0 associated to this relation is a natural transfor-
mation
where
N1 (b, ) ~ H
i+n ( .ZpUIi+n (a, ) , ¡>O,
Ni (b,X) _ { xe H1 (X ;Z p ) bk (x)=0, k=1, . . . . m )
I 1 (a, X) = E ak Hi+n-deg ak(X ;Zp)
k=1
and such that 0 verifies the following properties :
1) 0 commutes with suspensions (i .e . it is stable) ;
2) (Peterson-Stein formula) Let (X,Y) be a couple of spaces
and let i :Y0X, j :X -3 (X, Y) be the inclusions . Let
ve H1 (X,Y) and assume j*ve N 1 (b,X) . Then the exact sequence of
(X,Y) shows that there are elements wke H1+deg
bk-1 (Y) such
that Swk=bk(v) . We require that
m
i* 0(j*v) = E ak (wk) .
k=1
The key results are the following :
a) Given any relation
	
E ak bk =0, there is at least one
stable secondary operation associated to it ;
b) two stable secondary operations associated to the same
relation differ by a primary operation .
Of course, we are using here the word relation in a quite in-
tuitive sense . To be more precise, we can define a relation in
Ap as a pair (d,z) where d is a map d:C : A p and
1) C is a finitely generated free graded Ap-module,
2) d is an A p-module homomorphism,
3) z is an homogeneous element of ker d .
Then, the relation in the intuitive sense associated with
the pair (d,z) is E ak bk=0, where ak	 the coordenates
of z in a base of C and bk are the images by d of the ele-
ments of this base .
The construction of a secondary operation associated to a
given relation is done by the method of the universal example :
one constructs a space E and defines the secondary operation on
E . Moreover, the space E is universal in the sense that for every
space X and every cohbmology class xé H*(X) on which the
secondary operation has to be defined, there is a map f :X E
such that x=f*y and the secondary operation is defined on y .
We will illustrate this method in the very simple case of the re-
lation Sq1 Sq l = 0 .
Let us consider K(Z 2 ,n) and let us take a map
1 n+lK(Z 2 ,n)-K(Z2,n+1) corresponding to Sq t e H (Z20 n;Z2 ),
where L e Hn (Z 2 ,n ;Z 2 ) is the fundamental class . This map induces
a fibration of fibre K(Z2 ,n) over K(Z 21 n) :
Sq
1
K(Z 2 ,n) K(2 2 ,n+1)
Let us consider the Serre exact sequence of this fibration :
Hn+l (E ;Z2)---~, H
n+l (Z21n;Z2) -
	
T ` Hn+2(Z2In;Z2)
Since Sq1 t= Sq
1 Sq1 = 0, there is an element ze
such that i*z = Sg 1t . We define 0 in the following
x e Hn (x ;Z 2 ) and Sg i x=0, we have a lifting
We define
X
x = { f*z : z e (i*) -1 (Sg lL ) }
> K(Z2,n+1)
Hn+l (E)
way : if
and we have a secondary operation associated to the relation
Sq 1 Sq 1 =0 . (Of course, 0 is nothing but the secondary Bockstein) .
The method of this example can be easily generalized to any re-
lation .
The next step should be to determine how many secondary ope-
rations exist and what are the relations that they verify . Since
secondary operations arise from relations in the Steenrod algebra,
homological algebra and the homology of the Steenrod algebra will
be the main topics in the study and classification of secondary
operations . We can give an intuitive idea of how homological al-
gebra enters on this context .
We can consider Zp as an Ap-module (concentrated in degree
zero) in the obvious way . Let Co be an Ap-module free on one
generator of degree zero . If we have a resolution
Z
p
of Zp by finitely generated free Ap-modules and we consider
elements in Im d2 , we get relations on Ap and, associated
with these relations, we have secondary operations . If the above
resolution is "minimal" (this means intuitively that at each
stage there are as few generators as possible) and we consider
the secondary operations ¢ i associated with the elements z i=
d2 c 2 i where {c 2 i } is an Ap-base of C2 , then it holds
that any other secondary operation is a linear combination of
the operations . 0 i . Moreover, if c 3 e C 3 , we have d3 c 3 =
E al c 2,i ,
	
aie A p and applying d 2	w have E al z i = 0 .
Since we know that secondary operations associated with the same
relation differ by a primary operation, we have a relation of
the form E al 0¡ = [b] , ai,be Ap . Hence, if c 3	 unsover an
Ap-base of C3 , we obtain the .relations between the .operations 0 i .
Then, the basic secondary operations are in 1-1 correspon-
dence with .a Zp-base of Tor2(zp,Zp ) and the relations between
these operations are -in 1-1 correspondence with a Zp-base of
Tor3(Zp,Zp ) . Hence, in order to understand the secondary cohomo-
logy operations we have to compute the homology of the Steenrod
algebra . This homology is known only up to some low dimension.
For example, for p=2 we have :
Théorem a) Ho ( A2;Z2) has a base formed by the unit element;
b) H1 ( A2;22) has a base formed by elements hi , i=0,1,2, . . . with
deg hi = 22;
cl H2 ( A2;Z2) has as a base the products h tj hi , ,j :i >O, ,jai+1, and
hi+Zhi-0;
d) in H3 ( A 2; Z2) ho1ds hk ho ¡¿0 if k >3.
Let us denote by 0ii the secondary operations corresponding2to h~hi e H ( A2 ;'2 ) (or to their duals in H2 ( A 2 ;Z2) ) and
assume
	
k : 3 . Since hk ho 7£ 0 in H3 ( A 2 ;Z Z ), there is a non-
trivial relation between the operations Oij
. , j < k, k : 3, and it
can be seen that this relation has the form
Zk+ 1
E aij
Oij
= [a Sq ) (*)
0<i<j<k
jai+l
which holds modulo the total indeterminacy of the left-hand side,
when the operations ¢ ij are defined (i .e . on classes x such
2
r
thát Sq x=0, 0 -<r < k) . It remains only to compute the value of
the coefficient X . This is done by applying the formula (*) to a
test space that in this case is the complex projective space of
infinitely many dimensions . In this way one proves X 7£ 0 .
The formula (*) is of trascendental importance for the rea-
lizability problem . For instance, it solves the Hopf invariant
one problem which is equivalent to the realizability problem for
Z 2[x' /x3
,
Theorem If Sq1 = Sq2 = Sq4 = Sq8 = 0 in H*(X;Z2), then Sq2 = 0, i>0.
i
The proof is as follows : since the elements Sq2 generate
1
the Steenrod algebra, it is enough to prove that Sq2 =0, i : 0 .
Let xe H*(X ;Z 2 ) . Since Sg 1 x = Sg 2x = Sg4x = Sg 8x =0, the ope
rations Oij, j <3 are defined on x and have zero indetermi-
nacy . Then, by (*), Sg 16 x = E aij Oijx and, since deg aij <16,
we have al =0 on H*(X;Z 2 ) and so Sg16 x=0 . Inductively we
i
prove that Sq2 =0 for all i : 0 .
Notice that the fact that Sq1 = Sq 2 = Sq4 = Sq8 = 0 implies
Sq l=0 for all i >0 is not a consequence of the structure of
the Steenrod algebra but an additional restriction verified by
realizable algebras, due to the existence of secondary operations .
The theory of secondary operations and the proof of (*) are
the goals of a celebrated paper by Adams ([2]) . For another proof
of the Hopf invariant one problem, based on a deeper knowledge
of the cohomology of the Steenrod algebra, see [57] . There are
also similar results for odd primes .
([41]) and Yamanoshita ([61]) proved
i >1, can be factorized by secondary
example, if i=1, we have a formula
X Pp = 00 - 2 Pp-2 X
where X yÉ0
	
and 0 and X are secondary operations defined on
classes x such that Rx = P l x = 0 . As an immediate consequence
of this factorisation, we obtain :
Theorem If S= P 1 = 0 in H*(X;Zp), p>2, then P Z=0, i>0.
Zp [x]
As an example, we apply the above results to the algebra
Theorem Suppose H*(X;Zp) =Zp[x], dim x = h . Then :
a) if p=2, then h=1, 2,4;
b) if p;`2, then h=2r and r divides p-1 .
This result is a trivial corollary of the above theorems,
except for the case p=2, h=8, which requires some extre work on
secondary operations (see [22]) .
00 00 00If p=2, the spaces RP , CP . and HP are examples of
spaces realizing Zp [x] with dim x = 1,2,4 respectively . If
p >2, we have to wait until chapter 5 to see examples of spaces
which have Z p [x] as cohomology algebra .
This same method was applyed to algebras with several gehe-
rators but the difficulties increase very fast and even in the
case of two generators only partial results were obtained ([1],
[37] , [20] ) .
Liulevicius ([33]), Shimada
that the operations Pj, j=pl ,
cohomology operations . For
3 . K-theoU
The existence of a space whose cohomology realizes a given
algebra A implies that A has to be compatible with the action
of all primary and high-order operations but, actually, the exis
tence of X produces net only ordinary cohomology groups but also
cohomology groups h*(X) for any generalized cohomology theory
h* - and these groups (or rings) have to be compatible with the
operations of the cohomology theory h* . In this way we can ob-
tain a new method to find necessary conditions for realizability .
This method was first considered for the case of complex K-theory
and produced many important advances in the realizability problem .
Let us briefly review the most important features of complex
K-theory (see [12]) . It is a functor which associates to any
finite CW complex
	
X a commutative ring K(X) . Moreover, there
is a filtration in K(X) defined by
K(X) n = Ker ( in-l! : K(X)-K(X
n-l))
where Xn-l denotes the (n-1)-skeleton of X . Thus, K(X) o=K(X)
and K(X) n=0 if dim X <n . Moreover, we have K(X) 2q=K(X) 2q-1 .
With this filtration K(X) is a filtered ring . On this ring act
the called Adams operations i >O, which verify the follo-
wing properties :
i) 0 k is a ring homomorphism ;
ii) Vkh = Ok ~h .
iii) pkx - k nx e K2n+1 if x e K2n ;
iv) if p is prime then . ~ px = xp (p) .
K-theory and ordinary cohomology are related by the Atiyah-
Hirzebruch spectral sequence, whose E* term is EZ ~5H*(X;Z)
and which converges to K(X) with the filtration described
above . Moreover, this spectral sequence collapses if H*(X) has
no torsion and so in this case we have an isomorphism of graded
rings
	
H*(X ;Z) - Gr(K(X)) and then H2n (X ;Z) - K(X)2n/K(X)2n+1
as abelian groups . The relation between the multiplicative struc-
tures in H*(X) and K(X) is not so straightforward . However,
there.isa ring isomorphism
K(X)§D 4 - e Hn (X ;4) .
n even
Assume that we are studing the realizability of some algebra
A. If there is a space X such that A - H*(X ;Z) and we are able
to compute K(X) then we can obtain restrictions on A by con
sidering that the structure of K(X) has to be compatible with
the action of the operations iy l . Let us consider a simple
example : Take A = Z[x]/x 3 . Using the methods of chapter 2 we
know that A is realizable if and only if dim x = 2,4,8 . We
will see that this result can also be obtained by using K-theory .
Assume H*(X ;Z) - Z[x]/x 3	 i hdim x = 2n . Then we can compute
K(X) and we get that K(X) - Z[y]/y3 , where y has exact fil-
tration degree 2n, i .e . ye K(X) 2n , y ~ K(X)2n+1 . Then the ope-
rátions ;2 and t3 will act in the - following way :
2y = 2 ny + a y2 .
~G3y = 3
n
y + b y2
where a is some odd integer (because ~2y = y2	(2)). Since 06 =
02 0 3 = 03
~2, we can compute
~6y in two different ways and
comparing the coefficients in both expressions for ~6y we obtain
the equation
2n (2n- 1 )b = 3n (3n-1 )a .
Since a is odd, 2n must divide 3n-1 and it is just a matter of
elementary number theory to see that this can happen only if n=
1,2,4 . Hence, we have a new proof of the Hopf invariant one
theorem (due to Adams and Atiyah ([4])) .
We have seen that a direct application of primary K-theory
operations allows to give a very short proof of the Hopf invariant
one theorem, a result whose first proof required the machinery
of secondary cohomology operations and the cohomology of the
Steenrod algebra considered in the preceeding chapter . This fact
gives us an idea of the usefulness of K-theory in the problem of
realizability óf cohomology algebras . The method that we have
used in the simple case Z[x]/x3 can be applied to more complex
algebras . The steps are the following :
i) begin with H*(X ;Z) ;
ii) compute K(X) using the Atiyah - Hirzebruch spectral
sequence (trivial if there is no torsion) ;
iii) compute the multiplicative structure of K(X) ;
iv) consider the action of theoperations 4f
i on K(X) ;
v) apply 0r,Ps = ~s,yr,
Hubbuck developed this program in a very general setting in
the paper " Generalized cohomology operations and H-spaces of low rank "
([28]) . Hubbuck's generalized operations are the translation to
v
cohomology of the operations
	
~ 1 . These operations show some re-
lations in H*(X ;Z) that cannot be directely obtained from the
Steenrod algebra or the secondary operations . He proves :
Theorem ([28]) Let Y be a CW complex with finite skeletons and with
F1* (Y; Z) free of 2-torsion . Suppose that Hn+2(q-s) (Y; Z2 ) = 0 for 1 <-s 5
2 + v2(q), if q is even, or
n-1-2(q-1)(y,Z2) =0, if q is odd ; then
Sg2q : Hn(Y;22) . Hn12q(Y;Z2) vanishes .
Theorem ([27]) Let p>2 and let X be a CW complex with finite skeletons
and with H *(X;Z) free of p-torsion, such that
Hn+2(q-s)(p-1)(X, Zp) = 0
for 1 <s 51 +"p (q); then P q: fin(X,Zp) -, .
fln+2q(p-1)(X;Zp) vanishes .
One interesting feature of the use of K-theory in the reali-
zability problem is that it works over the integers . (or over Z( p) )
and so it is possible to obtain properties of H*(X ;Z) which are
not visible from the point of view of the Steenrod algebra . For
instance, we have the following result :
Theorem
	
([291) Assume H*(X;Z) finitely generated in each dimension and
free of p-torsion . Let x EHn(X;Z(p)), n> 0 and assume xp = py for some
y. Then, yp = pz for some z .
Using the method described above, Hubbuck solved the reali-
zability problem for truncated polynomial algebras over Z Z of
height > 3 and not more than 5 generators . A truncated poZynomiaZ
aZgebra of height k is an algebra with generators x l , . . . I xm and
relations x1 1 . . . xmm = 0 if
is as follows :
Theorem ([28.1) Let H *(X;Z2) be a truncated poZynomiaZ aZgebra of height
3 on not more than five generators all with even dimensions . Then the set
of dimensions of the generators is a union of sets taken from (2), (4), (8),
(4, 6), (4, 8), (4, 6, 8), (4, 8,12), (4, 6, 8,10), (4, 8,12,16), (4, 6, 8, 10,12),
(4,8,12,16, 20) .
The same method was applied by Wilkerson to Z p [x] in [581
and to Z p [x,y] in [591 . For other applications of K-theory to
real¡ 7ahi1i1-1I nf n^l}Jn--1-r alr*chrac . .. FA71 fzA1 fin] fa]
[251 , [261 .
r 1 + . . .+ rm >k . Hubbuck' s result
4 . Rational homotopy
In the last chapters we have mainly considered cohomology
with coefficients in one of the rings Z , Zp or
Z(P) .
These
are the most important cases but it is also worthwhile to denote
a chapter to descrive what happens if we take as ring of coeffi-
cients the field Q of rational numbers . In this case the shape
of the problem changes completely . This is a general phenomenon
in algebraic topology : the homotopy theory over the field Q has
its proper features which differ very much from the modulo p case
and which convert rational homotopy theory in an independent
field inside algebraic topology . The fundational work in rational
homotopy theory is the paper [39] by Quillen . In this paper he
shows that the category of rational homotopy types is equivalent
to some algebraic category . More precisely, denote by (T) the
category of 1-connected pointed spaces and base point preserving
maps and by HoQ(T) the localisation of (T) with respect to
rational homotopy equivalences . Denote by (DGC) the category of
2-reduced differential graded cocommutative coassociative coal-
gebras over Q and by Ho(DGC) the localisation of (DGC) with
respect to homomorphisms which induce isomorphisms in homology .
Then Quillen proves that there is an equivalence of categories
HoQ(T)
	
Ho(DGC)
and an isomorphism of functors H - H .X where H denotes rational
homology . As a corollary he obtains the following theorem :
Theorem ([39]) Let A be a graded commutative Q-algebra ryith Aq of fin¡-
te dimension for each q and Al=0, Ao=Q . Then, there is a space X such
that H *(X; Q) =A .
Thus, over the rationals any algebra is realizable . This
result was conjectured by Hopf (see [39]) . In [53] Thom raised
the problem of constructing commutative cochains over Q for sim
ply-connected spaces, a problem closely related to the algebrai-
sation of rational homotopy . In 1967, Paul
the Cornell Topology Conference (see [43])
orem, but there was a mistake
problem . About the work of P .
([43]) : The proof was 'based on an
chains over Q . Unfortunately, none
ready constructed the requesite
'Geometric Integration Theory' .
not be underestimated .
Actually, the existence of commutative cochains over fields
of characteristic zero is what makes possible the algebraic des-
cription of rational homotopy types . The problem is the following :
ove know that the cohomology algebra of a space is commutative,
but at the cochain level ove have only commutativity up to homo-
wánt to find a canonical free cochain complex with co-
isomorphic to the singular cohomology and which is com-
as graded algebra . If ove deal with differentiable mani-
folds and ove take II2 as field of coefficients, the problem admits
a solution because ove can consider the DeRham complex of diffe-
topy . We
homology
mutative
Olum in a lecture at
proved the above the-
in solving the conmtative cochains
Baum, L . Smith says the following
erroneous construction of conmrutative co-
of us was then aovare that Whitney had al-
functorial connmctative cochains in his work
The influence of this lecture of Baum should
rential forms . However, ayer Z p there is no such a commutative
cochain complex due to the existence of Steenrod operations which
are precisely the obstructions to commutativity at the cochain
level . The problem can also be solved for general spaces over Q
by considering rational differential forms (see [50]) and so ove
can compute the rational cohomology of a space X from a commu-
tative differential graded algebra A(X) which characterizes the
rational homotopy type of X .
Rational homotopy theory is now a very active field, mainly
since the work of Sullivan [50] . There is no place in this paper
to give a detailled review of rational homotopy theory, however,
I would like to present just an idea of the proof of the reali-
zability theorem . I will not follow the original treatment by
Quillen but a more topological one, given by Halperin and Stasheff
( [45] ) .
The starting point is that we know how to realize the free
algebras over Q . Since
	
2S2n+1 and S2n+l are rationally equi-
valent to K(Q,2n) and K(Q,2n+1) respectively, we know that
H* (K(Q,2n) ;Q) _Q [x] , dim x =2n and H* (K(Q,2n+1) ;Q) =E(x), dimx
= 2n+1 . Hence, any free algebra over Q, i .e . any algebra of the
form Q[xl, . . .,xr] - E(yl, . . .,ys), dim xi = 2n i , dim yj
= 2mj+1,
appears as the cohomology of a product of some Eilenberg-MacLane
spaces, namely K(Q,2n1 ) X . . . XK(Q,2nr ) XK(Q,2m1 +1) X . . . XK(Q,2mS+1)
Notice the big difference from the case of integral coefficients :
The free algebra Z[x] is realizable only if dim x = 2,4 . After
having models for the free algebras we have to try to put rela-
tions in these algebras in order to realize any Q-algebra . Sincei
the free algebras are realized by products of Eilenberg-MacLane
spaces, we have a good control of the maps and we can use fibra-
tions to kill specific relations . The procedure works well becau-
se we can use the Hirsch theorem ([151, [531, [131, [31]) to com-
pute the rational cohomology of the total space of a fibration .
Let us consider a simple example ([44]) . Assume that we want
to realize the algebra A = E(x), dim x = 2n (notice that E(x) is
not free!) . Of course, we know that S 2n realizes this algebra,
but we will show in this example how the general method works .
Let us consider a vector space Zo generated by the generators
of A, i.e . Z o = Qx . If A Zo	den tes the free algebra over Zo ,
we can consider the projection A Z o--f A. Let K be the
kernel and define Z 1	 sthe vector space generated by the ge-
nerators of K (i .e . by the relations of A) . Then, Z 1 = Qy with
y corresponding to x2 eA Zo . Zo	 d Z1r graded vector
spaces if we consider in Z o the gradation of A and in Z l
the gradation of K with a shift downward by one . Then, Z =
Zo ® Z 1 is a bigraded vector space with a basis x,y, deg x =
(2n,0), deg y = (4n-1,1) . We define a differential of degree
2(1,-1) on A Z by dx=0, dy=x . In this way we have constructed
a free commutative graded differential algebra
	
(A Z,d) whose
cohomology is Q[x]/x 2 = A . Moreover, the algebra (A Z,d) has
been constructed in such a way that we can translate it to a
tower of fibrations which produces a space E with H*(E ;Q) - A .
In this case, since Z has only two steps, the tower of fibra-
tions reduces to a single fibration
K(Q,4n-1)
E
x2
K(Q,2n) ----a. K(Q,4n)
and the Hirsch theorem proves that H*(E ;Q) - H( AZ,d) _ E(x) .
The method sketched above can be applied to any algebra A
but it will require in general infinitely many steps, according
to kiow long is the resolution ( AZ,d) of A . This is the case
if we consider the algebra E(x,y), dim x = dim y = 2n . The first
step would be AZo = Q[x,y] . Then AZ 1 = E(u,v,w) with u,v,w
corresponding to the relations x2=0, yx=0, y
2=0 respectively .
The diffe nt' °1 cts fol low A = 2 d~ =vv d47=v2 T}-:cn the
first fibration has the form
K(Q3 ,2n-1)
2 (x 2 fyx .y2 ) 3
K (Q ,2n) K(Q ,4n)
But H*(E 1 ) is not yet isomorphic to A because u,v,w
are not free . For instance, they verify the relations xv=yu,
xw=yv . We take AZ 2 = Q[r,s], with dr=yu-xv, ds=yv-xw and we
construct a fibration over E l corresponding to AZ 2 . Since
there are relations between r and s, we have to go on until we
get a resolution ( AZ,d) of A and, corresponding to it, a
tower of fibrations which defines a space X with H*(X ;Q) _ A .
For more details on the definition of ( AZ,d), see [301, [451 .
5. Completion
In chapter 2 we showed that if p is an odd prime and Zp [x]
is realizable then dim x =2n and n divides p-1 but we did not
show if this condition is also sufficient . We also know many ne
cessary conditions for a polynomial algebra to be realizable.,
but only very few of these algebras have been realized . In gene-
ral (we exclude the rational case) we have always tried to obtain
for realizability, like compatibility with
secondary operations or K-theory operations,
said about constructive methods . In the pre-
method for constructing spaces
in the next chapter we will see
how this method is crucial to understand the problem of reali-
zing a wide class of algebras including polynomial algebras .
This constructive method was introduced by Sullivan ([52], see
also [51]) .
In [51] Sullivan defines two new tools to deal with mod p
problems in topology : the localisation and the profinite comple-
tion . Localisation is a functor which associates to each simply
connected space X and to each prime p a space Xp and a map
X--rXp
	
which in homology and homotopy acts like the classical
p-localisation of abelian groups and such that it is universal
with this property . If X is a CW complex, then Xp is defined
by replacing the cells of X by "local cells" i .e . by Moore
Spaces M(Z (p) ,n) . Localisation theory is today a standard tool
in algebraic topology which allows to decompose a homotopy pro-
blem in its p-components . For a good reference, see [23] .
Completion is a functor which associates to each simply-con-
nected space X and to each prime p a space Xp whose homo-
topy groups are Ext-p-complete as abelian groups, and a map
necessary conditions
Steenrod operations,
but nothing has been
sent chapter we will consider a
with interesting cohomology and
X ---¡-Xp
	
which is a mod p homology equivalence and such that
the all construction is universal . It is possible to give an uni-
fied treatment of localisation and completion for not necessarily
simply-connected spaces ([14]) .
The usefulness of completion comes from the fact that it
allows to obtain more "flexible" spaces without changing the mod
p cohomology . Here "flexible" is used in the sense that they ad
mit more automorphisms . For instance, let us consider a loop spa-
ce S2X . The units of [S 1 ,S 1] = Z act on SZX, but the group of
units of Z is very small . If we take the p-adic completion of
S?X, S2Xp, we have the group of units of [S1p,S1p] - ZP actiog
on S2Xp and this group is much larger, for instance it contains
(p-1)-roots of unity!
Hence, the group of (p-1)-roots of unity acts on any comple-
ted loop space (see [18] for the details) . We can consider a
concrete example : let us take SZX = K(Z,2) = CP . We have
H*(2 X;Zp ) = Zp [x], dim x = 2 . Let us take the p-adic completion
of S2X (p an odd prime), S2Xp = K(Zp,2) . We still have the same
mod p cohomology . On S2Xp actsthe group G of . (p-1)-roots of
unitv . If we denote by Y the nrhit space, we can compute
H*(Y ;Z p) by using the appropriate. spectral sequence and we see
that it is isomorphic to the subalgebra of H*(S2Xp ;Zp ) =Z p [x]
invariant by the action of G. . Hence, H* (Y ; Zp ) ~5Zp [y], dim y =
2(p-1), where y corresponda to xp-1 e H*(S2Xp ;Z p ) . More in gene-
ral, if r divides p-1, we have a cyclic subgroup of order r in G
and we can consider the orbit space of 2Xp under the action of
this subgroup . We have proved :
Theorem If p> 2, then Zp [x] is realizable if and only if dim x =2n and
n divides p-1.
Instead of CPm we can consider the space S(3), the 3-con-
nective cover of S3 . It is a loop space, hence, we can complete
it and take the orbit space under the action of a cyclic group
of order dividing p-1, in the same way as above . We get :
Theorem If p>2 and r divides p-1, then there is a space X such that
H* (X; Zp)~ Zp [x] OVO x), dim x = 2pr, mhere Q ' is the Bockstein homomorphism .
The converse is an open problem (see [9] and also section .7 .4
of these notes) .
It is easy to generalize the first example above to products
CPX . . . X CP
00
. After completion, the group
	
GL(n,ZP) acts on
this space and the spaces of orbits under actions of convenient
subgroups of this group show interesting examples of realizable
algebras . We have in this way a constructive method to realize
cohomology algebras .
Theorem Let A be an algebra isomorphic to the algebra of invariants of
Zp[xi, . . .,xn] , deg xi = 2, under the action of a finite subgroup of GL(n,Zp)
of order prime to p. Then A is realizable .
It is a natural question to ask if this method can produce
cohomology algebras which are polynomial algebras . We have seen
that in the case of one generator we obtain all polynomial alge
bras which are realizable and it is not difficult to find examples
with more than one generator . Actually, it is a purely algebraic
problem : we loof for finite groups of order prime to p such that
the algebra of invariants is a polynomial algebra . Fortunately,
these groups are completely characterized . The algebra of inva-
riants of a pólynomial algebra under the linear action of a group
is a polynomial algebra if and only if the group belongs to a
well known class of finite groups called groups generated by pseudo-
reflections (i .e . by endomorphisms ¡p such that 1-tp has rank one) .
Hence, corresponding to each group in this class (over ZP) with
order prime to p there is a polynomial algebra that can be rea-
lized by the method explained above (we call it 'Sullivan's method')
and conversely, if a polynomial algebra is realizable by Sullivan's
method then it corresponds to some group generated by pseudo-re-
flections . Fortunately, these groups are completely classified
([40]) (over C, but it is not difficult to pass to Zp) and so
we can make a list of realizable polynomial algebras that can be
realized by Sullivan's method . This list was computed in [171 and
it is usually called the Clark-Ewing list . It is as follows (the
type is the set of degrees of the generators) :
Primes
p k (n+1)!
p } n!, p--_ 1(m), m> 1, m=qr
ni> 2, p---±l(m)
p=1 (m)
p= 1 (3)
p= 1 (3)
p= 1 (3)
p= 1 (12)
p= 1 (4)
p= 1 (8)
p=1 (12)
p= 1 (24)
p=-1,3 (8) ; p;¿3
= 1 /nl
p_ lol
p=1,19 (24)
p=1 (24)
p=1 (15)
p= 1 (20)
p=1 (15)
p=1 (60)
p = 1,4 (15)
p =1, 49 (60)
p=1,9 (20)
p = 1,4 (5)
p =1, 2, 4
	
(7)
p=1 (3)
p=2 (3)
p=1,4 (15)
1
2a
2b
upe
(4,6, . . .,2(n+1)1
(2m, 4m, . . ., 2(n-1) m, 2qn)
(4, 2m)
3 (2m)
4 (8,12)
5 (12,24)
6 (8,24)
7 (24,24)
8 (16,24)
9 (16,48)
10 (24,48)
11 (48,48)
12 (12,16)
13 (16 24)
14 (12,48)
15 (24,48)
16 (40,60)
17 (40,120)
18 (60,120)
19 (120,120)
20 (24, 60)
21 (24,120)
22 (24,40)
23 (4,12, 20)
24 (8,12, 28)
25 (12,18,24)
26 (12, 24, 36)
27 (12,24,60)
These are the irreducible types . Of course, any product of
types from this list is also realizable and any polynomial alge-
bra which is realizable by Sullivan's method is a product of
types in this list . The list represents a very important advance
in the realizability problem because before it only a very few
of the above polynomial algebras were known to be realizable . At
the end of their paper, Clark-Swing say ( [17] ) :
	
We see no reason
not to conjecture that the list of types constructed above, and their producto,
with the exceptional primes determined, is the complete list of polynomial al-
gebras realizable as cohomology rings, but the evidente for this is very slender.
Nr Type Primes
28 (4,12,16, 24) p;~2, 3
29 (8,16, 24, 40) p=1 (4), pí¿5
30 (4, 24, 40, 60) p=1,4 (5)
31 (16, 24, 40, 48) p=1 (4), pié5
32 (24, 36, 48, 60) p=1 (3)
33 (8, 12, 20, 24, 36) p=1 (3)
34 (12, 24, 36, 48, 60, 84) p=1 (3), pP
35 (4,10,12,16,18, 24) p;é2, 3, 5
36 (4,12,16, 20, 24, 28, 36) p,-2,3,5,7
37 (4,16, 24, 28, 36, 40, 48, 60) p;é2, 3, 5, 7
In 1980 appeared a paper by Adams-Wilkerson ([5]) which has
an extraordinary importance for the realizability problem. This
paper developes a program iniciated by Wlkerson in [60] and the
results that they prove give an almost complete answer to the
question of realizability of polynomial algebras . In this section
we will present a review of the Adams-Wilkerson paper, showing
the mein ideas that it contains .
In [60] Wilkerson says : It seemed that the best chance to obtain
a complete classification was to apply some constructive methods, rather than
the argument by contradiction or special cases typical of most earlier work .
He presents a program in two steps to solve the problem . Assume
A is realizable, i .e . Ae<,H*(X ;Zp) . The two steps are :
1) Embed A in a polynomial algebra on two-dimensional ge-
nerators Zp[x1, . . .,xn] Zi H*((CP' ) n ;Zp ) ;
2) classify these embeddings .
Let us denote by
	
C the category of unstable A p-algebras
which are
1
i) zero in odd degrees ;
ii) integral domains ;
iii) of finite transcendence degree .
If p is odd and a polynomial algebra cver Zp is realizable then
it belongs to the category _C . Adams-Wilkerson develope in _C a
theory of extensions that allows us to consider the concepts of
algebraic extension, separable extension, Galois extension, algebraically clo-
sed object, algebraic closure, etc . In this framework they prove :
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6 . The theorem of Adams and Wilkerson
1) Any object in C can be embedded in an algebraic closure . There is
also a canonical embedding.
2) The objects of C that are algebraically closed are those isomorphic
to H*((CP')n;Zp)-Zp[x1, . . .,x~ , dim xi = 2 .
This solves the first step in Wilkerson's program: we can embed
the realizable polynomial algebras in polynomial algebras on-two-
dimensional generators . In order to classify these embeddings, we
want to know when the extension A ---, Zp(x i , . . .,xn1	 Ga-
lois . Adams-Wilkerson find a necessary and sufficient condition
in order that this holds, but for the main applications it is
enough to consider the following sufficient condition :
3) If A s _C
	
is generated as a Zp-aZgebra by a finite number of genera~
tors xl , . . .,xn of degrees 2d1 , . . .,2dn where eaeh di is prime to p, then
the canonical embedding of A in its algebraíc closure is a Galois extension .
Assume now that Ae _C is integrally closed . Then, if AE K
is the canonical embedding of A in its algebraic closure and A
verifies the hypothesis of 3), then A is equal to the algebra
of invariants of K a H*((CP' ) n;Zp ) under the action of the Ga-
lois group G(K/A) . Hence, we can apply the methods of chapter 5
and we can construct a space X with H*(X;Zp) 2!A. This proves
the following :
Theorem Let A be a commutative graded aZgebra sueh that
i) A is an unstable A paZgebra;
ii) A is an integral domain ;
iii) A is zero in odd degrees ;
iv) A is integrally closed;
v) A is generated by finitely many generators, all of degree prime to p.
Then A is realizable by Sullivan's method .
In particular, assume H*(X ;Zp ) is a polynomial algebra
with generators in dimensions prime to p . Then H*(X ;Zp ) verifies
the hypothesis of the theorem and we can conclude that H*(X;Zp)
is realizable by Sullivan's method- But we have seen in chapter 5
that there is a list containing all polynomial algebras that appear
by applying Sullivan's method . Hence :
Theorem Let A be a polynomial aZgebra over Zp vith generators in degrees
prime to p. Then A is realizable if and only if A is a product of algebras
in the Clark-Ewing list .
This result represents an outstanding advance in the reali-
zability problem . Observe that, befor the work of Adams-Wilkerson,
even ' the case of .two generators was open and now we have a very
general result wh'ich determines the polynomial algebras which can
appear as cohomology algebras over Zp when the prime p is big
e-nough . It remains only to study the 'sporadic' cases in which the
prime p divides the dimension of some generator .
It is interesting to notice that if the dimensions of the
generators of a polynomial algebra over Zp are prime to p then
to admit an action of the Steenrod algebra is the unique obstruc-
tion to realizability . Notice also that the work of Adams-Wilker-
son is bf a purely algebraic nature .
After this (superficial) review of the Adams-Wilkerson re-
sult, it is natural to ask if it settles the realizability pro~
blem for polynomial algebras over the integers . There are classi
cal -examples of spaces whose integral cohomology is a polynomial
algebra, for example
H*(BU(n) ;Z) =Z[x1,,xn 1 , dim xi = 2i;
H*(BSp(n); Z)= Z [y1, . . ., yn ] ,
	
dim
yi
= 4i;
H*(BSU(n);Z)= Z [x2, . . .,xn ] , dim xi = 2i .
Hence, the types (2,4,6,,2n), (4,8,,4n), (4,6,,2n) and
products of them are realizable over Z . The classical conjecture
is that only these types are realizable .
Corijecture If H*(X;Z) is a polynomial aZgebra, then H*(X;Z)=H*(Y;Z)
where Y is a product of BU(n), BSp(m), BSU(k), n,m,k = 1,2, . . .
If a type is realizable over Z then it is realizable over Zp
for all p . Hence, we can apply to the above conjecture the Adams-
Wilkerson theorem. If we do it we see that, unfortunately, the
Adams-Wilkerson theorem does not settle the conjecture . As Adams-
Wilkerson point out, we can consider the type
(4, 4, 4, 8, 8, 8,12,12,16,16, 20, 24, 24,28)
which belongs to the Clark-Ewing list for every prime
	
p>3, but
it is not one of the types allowed by the conjecture . It seems
very likely that the Adams-Wilkerson theorem plus some further
work at the small primes (p=2,3) could suffice to settle the con-
jecture . But this work has not yet been done . However, there is
a special case in which it is possible to prove that the conjec-
ture holds :
Theorem ([6]) If H*(X;Z) - Z[x1, . . .,xr], dim xi = ni, n1 <. . .<nr, then
(n1, . . .,nr) is equal to one of the fólloming types
a) (2,4,~, . . .,2n);
b) (4,8,,4n) ;
c) (2,4,8, . . .,4n) ;
d) (4, 6, . . . , 2n) .
In other words, if there are no two generators of the same
degree, then the conjecture holds . The theorem is proved using.the
result of Adams-Wilkerson and some classical results like [54],
[ 49] , [16] .
7 . Other results
In this chapter we discuss several results about realizabi-
lity of cohomology algebras which are not included in the topics
studied in the other sections of these notes .
7 .1 Generalized cohomology
In chapter 3 we have seen how to use K-theory to obtain ne-
cessary conditions for realizability . Instead of using K-theory
it is possible to consider other generalized cohomology theories
and to use the operations in these theories to obtain new restric-
tions on the action of the Steenrod algebra on H*(X ;Zp ) . The case
of BP-theory has been studied by Kane ([321) and he has obtained
interesting results which improve what was obtained-by using K-
theory operations .
The Brown-Peterson operations are well known since the work
of Novikov and Quillen (see [31) . If E = (el,e27 . . .) is a se-
quence of non-negative intetgers with only finitely many non-zero
terms, we can associate to E á certain Steenrod operation PEe
A p (see [361) and a certain BP-operation
there is a commutative diagram
rE
BP*(X) -
	
~ BP*(X)
E i
H*(X ;Zp) X (P
) _ H* (X ;Zp)
rE . Kane proves that
This diagram relates the Brown-Peterson operations to the Steenrod
operations in ordinary cohomology . In this way we can translate
the relations between the operations rE to new relations in the
action of the Steenrod algebra on H*(X ;Zp) . Kane proves
. Theorem ([32]) Let p be odd . Let X be a CW complex of finite type such
that
	
H*(X) is torsion free . Suppose either 2s
S(p-3)pt	 ps «p-1)pt .
s s+t
If Pp , . . ., Pp act triviaZZy on H*(X;Z) then FP acts triviaZZy forp
n :p
s .
In particular, this theorem implies the results of chapter
2 (if p > 2 and there is no torsion) and it is more precise than
the results we proved using K-theory operations because in the
case of K-theory we usually need to know that some groups Hi (X ;Zp )
are zero in order to conclude P n = 0, in contrast with the above
theorem which concerns only the action of the Steenrod algebra .
Notice also that the method works only if there is no torsion .
If H*(X) has p-torsion, the result is false as we can see by
considering the space X with H* (X ; Zp ) _ Zp [x] §D E (R x) , dim x =
2p, constructed in chapter 5 .
We can also mention [35] which contains another application
of generalized cohomology to realizability .
7 .2 Integral cohomology of Ho spaces
An Ho-space is a space X such that H*(X ;Q) is a free al-
gebra . We can consider the problem of determine what are the po-
ssible values for the integral cohomology af an Ho-space . For
example, consider the case in which H* (X ;Q)= Q[x] . If H*(X ;Z)
has no torsion then it has a base {xi } , xie
H2ni(X ;Z), and
the algebra structure of H*(X ;Z) is determined by a sequence
of integers ( i ) defined by x1 = ;i i xi . We can ask what se-
quences (g i ) can be realized by the integral
cohomology ring
of some space . The problem is open, but some necessary conditions
are known ([241) . On the other hand, it is proved in [11] that
if ( X i) i > 2 is any sequence
of integers, X i > 0, then the al-
gebra corresponding to u i = i! X 2 -1 X3-2 Xi-1
al is
realizable .
In [11], Aguadé-Zabrodsky study the general case in which
H*(X ;Q) - Q[x1, . . .,xr]
	
® E(y1 , . . . . ys ) and they prove that H*(X ;Z)
cannot in general be 'too small' in the sense that it has to con
tain an algebra with divided powers . Of course, some restriction
is needed in order to prove this result, because H*(X ;Z) could
be even a polynomial algebra, but this case has to be considered
as 'sporadic' . The result is as follows
Theorem ([11]) Let X be an Ho-space such that H*(X;Q)-Q[x1,,xr 1 0
E(y1, . . .,ys), dim xi = 2ni, dim yi = 2mi +1, and such that H*(X;Z) has p-
torsion on1y for finitely many primes p. . Assume r < ~(n1, . . .,nr) . Then,
there exists an infinite set of primes P and a monomorphism
r(X1, . . .,Xr) > H*(X;Z(P)) .
Here r(X1 , . . . . Xr ) denotes an algebra with divided powers
and ,y is a function defined by
~ (n1, . . .,nr) = (n1 . . .nr)-1 ~p(n 1nr) (E (1/ni )) -1
where ~p is the Euler function . Roughly speaking, the theorem says
that 'in the general case' and for infinitely many primes, the in-
tegral cohomology of an Ho-space has to have at least as much di-
visibility as an algebra with divided powers .
7 .3 Realizability of invariant subalgebras
The standard method to realize cohomology algebras has been
studied in chapter 5 and can be described as follows : One has a
space X and a self-map T:X -> X and in some cases it is
possible to construct a space 'to the right' of X , X --~ X, such
that H*(X;Zp ) is the subalgebra of H*(X ;Z p) invariant under
T . This is the case when we have a completed loop space and the
action of a (p-1)-root of the unity . Zabrodsky has studied this
method in general ([62]) and he proves the following realizability
result
Theorem ( [62]) Let
exist integral polynomials
such
of
	
P1, n ®
Zp
T:X-yX be a self map . Assume that for every n there
P1, n ' P2, n
such that Pis n I Pi, n+1 , i=1,2 and
are relatively prime . Further supposethat P1,n and P2,n
i) (PI,n P2,n) Hn(T
;Z)
ii) for every n, the multiplicative
contains no characteristic
Then, A = o im P2 n Hn(T;ZP) '=
n
ble, i . e . there exists a commutative diagram
X
f
f
such that H*(f;ZP) is injective and its image is A .
closure of the characteristic roots
S
Y
root of P2,n OZp .
ker P1 n Hn (T,Zp) is realiza-
Zabrodsky's method can be dualized ([63]) to obtain realiza-
tions of subgroups of w * X corresponding to splittings of
p characteristic polynomial of T* : w * X r*X where
T :X ---i X is a self map . In this way Zabrodsky realizes
polynomial algebras which do not appear in the Clark-Ewing list
(from the Adams-Wilkerson theorem we know that p has to divide
the dimensions of the generators) . For example :
the mod
some
1) X = BSU(n), T = q~ , the Adams-Sullivan
map, where X represents an
element of order m dividing p-1 in Zp* . We obtain a space with cohomology
Zp [x1 , . . .,xr 1 dim xi = 2mi, r=[n/m] .
2) X = BE8 , T = 412, p=5 . We obtain a space
whose cohomology is a poly-
nomial algebra over Z5 of type (16,24,40,48) .
3) X = (BF4) 1/2 , `D :X-YX the mapconstructed
by Friedlander in [21],
p=3 . Then H* (X; Z3) - 23 [x, y] , dim x = 12, dim y = 16 .
7 .4 The algebra Zp x OE
The methods described in these notes in orden to obtain ne-
cessary conditions for realizability do not give very much infor-
mation in the case in which the spaces involved have torsion . Ac
tually, very few is known about realizability of algebras which
are non-zero in odd degrees . As an example we can consider the al-
gebra
	
Zp [x] 0E (y) that has been studied in [8] , [9] . Let us
assume p odd (see [9] for the case p=2) . Just by using the Steen-
rod algebra it is possible to prove that dim x =2n with n=pi r
where r divides p-1 . On the other hand, if n divides p-1, we can
realize Zp [x] and so we can also realize Zp [x] OE (y) . We see
that there is a big gap between,this sufficient condition for
realizability and the necessary condition above . If we assume
that the Bockstein homomorphism operates trivially on Zp [x] tE(y),
the classical methods of secondary operations and K-theory opera-
tions work well on this algebra and we can prove
Theorem ([9]) If I1*(X;Zp) -Zp[x]OE(y), dim x = 2n and R operates tri-
viatly, then n divides p-1 .
Hence, in this case the realizability problem can be comple-
tely solved . If Q y 7é 0, then it is an immediate consequence of
the Adem relations that n must divide p-1 . Conversely, if n divi
des p-1, we can realize Zp [x]0 E(y) with R yq¿0 by considering
the space X = K(G,1), where G is the semidirect product G =
Zp DC Zn (see [9] for the details) . The most interesting case is
the case in which R x7¿0 , ¡ .e . the case Zp [x] OE (R x) . In chapter
5 we have seen that if n divides p(p-1), this algebra is realiza-
ble . It seems very likely that this condition is necessary as well
Conjecture ([18], [9]) If H*(X;Zp) - Zp [x1CE(px), dim x = 2n, then n di-
vides p(p-1) .
It is possible to show that the conjecture is true in some
cases . Assume,
	
for example, n = p2 (p-1) . Then, the first block
in H*(X ;Z p) looks like
y
PP
2
x2
Hence, there is a nontrivial secondary operation connecting y
and x2 . Since we can take suspensions until we are in the stable
range, we get a nontrivial element of P
a2p2 (p-1)-2 . But this
group is known to be zero ([56]) and so the space X cannot exist .
This example shows that the knowledge of the stable homotopy
groups gives results about realizability of cohomology algebras .
For more examples, see [91, [191, [551,
7 .5 Polynomial algebras on two generators
The realizability problem for the algebra Zp [x,y], p odd,
has been studied in several papers : [37], [201, [59], but the
results obtained are partial . Since the publication of [5] (see
chapter 6), it is possible to give a complete characterisation
of those polynomial algebras on two generators which arise as
cohomology algebras .
Theorem ([Aguadé, unpublished v ff p >2, a polynomial algebra on two ge-
nerators is realizable over Zp if and only if its type belongs to the follo-
wing list:
a) (2m, 4m) , p -_ 1(m) ;
b) (4, 2m) , p-_ t1 (m) or p=3, m=6;
c) (2m, 2n) , p= 1(n), p =1(m) ;
d) (8,12) , p= 1(3);
e) (12,24) , p= 1(3);
f) (8,24) , p= 1(12);
The proof uses [51, [371, [591, [20] and [631, this last only
to show that the type (12,16), p=3, is realizable (see section
7 .3) .
g) (24,24) p--_ 1(12);
h) (16,24) p-_ 1(4);
i) (16,48) p -- 1(8);
,j) (24,48) p --_ 1(12);
k) (48,48) p-_ 1(24);
Z) (12,16) p= 1, 3(8) ;
m) (16,24) p --_ 1(8) ;
n) (24,48) p--_ 1(24) ;
o) (40,60) p--_ 1(5) ;
p) (60, 120) p -_ 1(60);
q) (24,60) p- 1, 4(15) ;
r) (24, 120) p--_ 1, 49 (60) ;
s) (24,40) p--_ 1,9(20) .
8 . Problems
8 .1 Determine the polynomial algebras over Zp which are
realizable . We have seen in chapter 6 that if p does not divide
the dimensions of the generators, the problem is solved .
In particular, it would be interesting to have more examples
of realizable polynomial algebras in which p divides the degree
of .some generator, like in the examples constructed by Zabrodsky
(see 7 .3) . Is it possible to find restrictive conditions to be
verefied by there algebras? Is it true that if there is a genera-
tor in dimension 2pr and the algebra is realizable then there are
at least p-1 generators?
8 .2 Prove the conjecture of p . 30 about realizability of
polynomial algebras over the integers . To do it, study the rea-
lizability of polynomial algebras over Z 2 and Z3 .
8 .3 Generalize the theorem of Adams-Wilkerson ([5]) . For
example, is there a counterexample to the theorem if we supress
the condition that the algebra has to be integrally closed? Is
there a good method to realize non integrally closed algebras?
By taking push-outs?
8 .4 Study the realizability of algebras with non-trivial
Bockstein . Prove or disprove the conjecture of page 36 about
Z p [x] i)E(y) . Is it possible to develope methods like in [5] for
algebras with odd-dimensional terms? What about using S(3) ins-
00tead of CP ?
8 .5 Let us consider algebras A over Zp such that xp=0
for all xe A . Is there any algebra of this form which is not
realizable? Notice that, since all p-powers vanish, the Steenrod
operations, secondary operations, etc . may act trivially on A .
It could be conjectured that any algebra with xp=0 for all x
is realizable . Prove or disprove it . Notice that the 'free' al-
gebras in this category, i .e . Zp [x]/xP are realizable . Is there
a proof of the conjecture which is similar to the method used in
the rational case (cf . section 4)?
8 .6 In 7 .2 we have seen that in many cases the integral
has to have a lot of divisibility . Is there
result? If an algebra A over Z has a big
For example,
A additively,
cohomology algebra
a converse to this
divisibility, does it imply that it is realizable?
given any Z-algebra A, we define Á as equal to
but in A we put the new product
x ., y =
	
xy .
dim x
i .e . we put,artificially a big divisibility in the algebra A .
It has been conjectured that the new algebra P.
lizable . Prove or díspro- it
is always rea-
8 .7 Study the relation between the odd-dimensional part
and the even -dimensional part of the cohomology algebra . Let
A be an algebra which is zero in odd degrees . We say that A is
semi-realizable if there is a space X such that Heven (X ;Zp)
Aeven, We can say that A is strongZy semi-reaZizabZe if the space
X can be chosen without p-torsion . Study the relation between
semi-realizability, strong semi-realizability and realizability .
For example, Zp [x], dim x = 2p is semi-realizable, but not
realizable . On the other hand, the Adams-Wilkerson theorem proves
that if A is a polynomial algebra on generators in dimensions
prime to p, then realizability is equivalent to semi-realizabi-
lity . Is there a strongly semi-realizable algebra which is not
realizable?
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